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Abstract
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are stochastic optimization algorithms that are used for minimizing or maximizing a
given function, i.e., nding its most suitable solution. This paper describes the schemata and schemata count of
Genetic Algorithm (GA) and also a means to examine in a GA how to get the unique schemata count in the
population of 'n' strings. With respect to parameter unique schemata count, we also make an experimental analysis
on the impact of the number of the unique schemata count on the tness value of the best individual or solution found
in the population.
Key Words: unique schemata count, similarity bits count, strings, genetic Algorithm (GA), schemata, count of same
similarity bits, tness value, etc.

possibly tweaks the population based on schemata
count, as the evolution proceeds.
The experimental analysis illustrates the behavior of
the different populations as to the tness value of the
best solution within it with the value of unique
schemata count and nds a signicant impact of
unique schemata count on the tness value.
The paper provides a brief description of GA and
theoretical aspects of schemata in Section-2. We
then give a description of the synthesis of schemata
count for binary coded GA that includes some of the
new terms, and expressions coined by us on the
subject along with illustrative examples in Section3. Section-4 reports the experimental analysis of the
impact of unique schemata count on the tness
value. Conclusions and future directions are put
forth in Section-5.

1. INTRODUCTION
Genetic Algorithm (GA) works by discovering,
reinforcing, and recombining good “building
blocks” of solutions contained in the population of
chromosomes (strings). In so doing, it uses a xedlength binary string and the notion of schemas or
schemata [1-3].
GA's operate on schemata that give us a powerful
and compact way of talking about the similarities
among strings [2].
The purpose of this paper is to describe schemata
and how to get unique schemata count in a
population of binary strings and the impact of the
unique schemata count on the tness value of the
best individual found in the population.
The novelty of the work lies rst in using the
computation of unique schemata count of GA for
speedy evolution of diverse population, something
that no other literature yet seems to provide. Second,
it facilitates an in-depth analysis of the schemata and
schemata count, leading to a greater understanding
of the schemata and the role they play during
evolution of a solution.
The computation of unique schemata count gives
the GA user an additional ability to speedily evolve
the GA process. The central idea is to obtain the
“initial diverse population” for a GA run and

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Genetic Algorithms is a versatile stochastic
optimization algorithm that is widely applied to
challenging engineering problems. This section
describes, in brief, the basics of GA and schemata.
2.1 Basics of GA
A simple GA starts with a population of solutions
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(also called individuals or strings) encoded in one of
the many ways. Binary encodings are quite common
and are used in this paper. The GA determines each
individual's strength based on an objective function
(also called Performance Index or Fitness Function
in which case the goal will be to essentially
maximize it, however, the goal for an objective
function could be either minimization or
maximization). The GA then performs one or more
of the following three genetic operators on certain
individuals in the population [10].
1. Reproduction (also called selection) is simply
an orientation towards retaining tter strings in
the following generations, but coupled with a
variety of low-tness and mediocre-tness
solutions too.
2. Crossover involves swapping partial strings of
random length between two parent strings.
3. Mutation involves ipping a random bit in a
string of binary encoding.
These three operations primarily involve random
number generation, copying, and partial string
exchange and random alterations [12]. Thus, GA's
are simple to implement.
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following four strings: [1000], [1001], [1100], and
[1101].
Other traits of a schema include the dened bits,
non-dened bits, dening length, and schema order
etc. The dened bits are the number of bits dened
(i.e., other than don't care '*s') within the schema and
their positions in the string are called the dening
positions [4, 6]. For example, consider the schema
(0 1 * 1) where 0 and 1 are called the dening alleles.
In this example, there are 3 dened bits. The nondened bits are the number of bits not dened within
the schema. In the above example, there is 1 nondened bit. The dening length is the distance
between the two outer-most dened bits [3]. The
schema order is simply the number of xed or
dened positions present in the schema [3].
2.2.2 Processing of Schemata
In general, there are 2m possible binary strings,
where m is the length of the string but 3m unique
schemata to represent them. A particular binary
string of length 'm' inside a population of 'n' strings
into one of the 2m schemata can be obtained from
this string [13]. Thus, in the entire population, the
number of schemata lie between 2m and n. 2m,
depending upon the diversity [4, 6] in the
population. J. Holland estimated that in a population
of 'n' chromosomes, the GAs process O(n3)
schemata in each generation. This process is called
as implicit parallelism.
The search heuristics of GA are based upon
Holland's fundamental schema theorem. Holland
derived an expression that estimates the number of
copies a particular schema would have in the next
generation after undergoing selection, crossover
and mutation. It should be noted that particularly
good schemata will propagate in the subsequent
generations. Thus, schema that are low-order, of
short dening length and of above average tness
are preferred and are termed as 'building blocks'.

2.2 Theoretical Aspects of Schemata
This sub-section explains the theoretical aspects of
schemata and outlines as to why genetic algorithms
are so successful in complex optimization problems
in terms of the schemata and the effect of genetic
operators on them [1].
2.2.1 Schema
Holland [2] [5] invented the idea of schema to
formally conceptualize the notion of 'building
blocks'. The theoretical foundations of traditional
genetic algorithms rely on using binary string
representation of individuals, and on the notion of
schemas. A schema is dened as similarity template
for describing a subset of chromosomes or strings
displaying similarities at certain string positions.
The schemata consist of the symbol alphabet {0, 1,
*} where '*' is a special wild card or don't care
symbol that matches both, 0 and 1. For example, the
schema [1*0*] is a template that matches the

3. SYNTHESIS OF UNIQUE SCHEMATA
COUNT
3.1 Terms associated with Schemata Count
This subsection comprises of some denitions
needed in the context of schemata count. We coin
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and dene the important terms needed for the
synthesis of schemata count as:
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computes unique schemata count (usc) for Genetic
Algorithms is as follows:
Unique schemata count (Cs) = n. 2m –

3.1.1 Similarity Bits Count
The number of matching alleles between any two
individual strings is called the similarity bits count
[7-9]. It is denoted by csb.
3.1.2 Diversity Bits Count
The number of non-matching alleles between any
two individual strings is called the diversity bits
count [7-9]. It is denoted by cdb.

3.2.2 Illustrative Examples
Fig. 1 presents illustrative examples on the
similarity bits count between strings, count of same
similarity bits and nally manually constructed
structures for schemata count for population subsets
of two cases. Case 1: strings 'n' = 6 with length, m = 3
and Case 2: rst ve strings, i.e., 'n' = 5 with length,
m =3.

3.1.3 Count of same similarity bits
The number of times the same similarity bits count
occurs in the population of 'n' strings constitutes the
count of same similarity bits. It is denoted by cb.
3.1.4 Count of same maximum similarity bits
The number of times the same maximum similarity
bits count occurs in the population of 'n' strings is
termed as the Count of same maximum similarity
bits. It is denoted by cbm, where m is the length of
the string.
3.1.5 Count of same minimum similarity bits
The number of times the same minimum similarity
bits count occurs in the population of 'n' strings
constitutes the Count of same minimum similarity
bits. It is denoted by cb0.
3.2 Unique schemata count
This subsection comprises of the developed
empirical mathematical expressions for
computation of unique schemata count and
illustrative examples on unique schemata count.

The similarity bits count indicated in a square is
between the row from which the arrow ows and the
row in which the square appears.
From Fig. 1, count of same similarity bits for of case
1 is: cb(m-1) = cb2 = 6, cb1 = 6, and cb0 = 3.
Similarly, count of same similarity bits for case 2,
i.e., rst ve strings of Fig. 1: cb(m-1) = cb2 = 4, cb1
= 4, and cb0 = 2.

3.2.1 Computation of Unique Schemata Count
The total number of different schemata in the
population of 'n' strings is termed as unique
schemata count. It is denoted by Cs. The generalized
mathematical expression developed by us [11] that
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which, of course, gives the same result for both the
cases.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Based on the theoretical framework of unique
schemata count of genetic algorithms, we make an
analysis of the impact of the number of unique
schemata count of the different populations
(meaning thereby, varying the diversity of the
different populations) on the tness value of the best
solution found in each case. In this experimental
analysis, a uni-modal function given by Eqn. 4 is
employed to illustrate the performance of the
proposed schemata count.
Function: Spherical Model
3
f(x) = ∑ xi2 = (x12 + x22 + x32 )
(4)
i =1
where x ranges from 0 to 7.
In this test, the best tness found by varying unique
schemata count is recorded after 25 generations.
Initially, for the program execution, we take a
population of 10 strings, each variable (x1, x2 and
x3) composed of 3 genes. We employ 1-point
crossover, bit mutation and Stochastic Universal
Sampling (SUS) selection method. Other
parameters of the GA are: pc = 0.8, pm = 0.001. The
global tness value is 147. As GA's are stochastic in
nature, the results are averaged over 25 independent
runs.
Fig. 4 shows the analysis of the impact of unique
schemata count on the tness value. For further
clarity, the results obtained are also tabulated in
Table-1.
Table -1: Number of Unique Schemata Count v/s
Fitness Values

Figs. 2 & 3 outline the manual procedure for counting of unique
schemata for the population of both the cases of Fig. 1.

The common schemata are enclosed in rectangles
(solid or dotted) on the same line. The unique
schemata count, Cs, via manual counting procedure
as in Figs. 2 & 3 comes out to be 25 and 23
respectively.
However, in a far simpler manner, the unique
schemata count using our developed Eqn. 1 is:
For case 1: Cs = 6. 23 - (5. 22 + 5. 21 + 3. 20) + {(5 1).21 + (5 - 1). 20} – {(6 - 5) + (6 – 5)} =25,
(2)
For case 2: Cs = 5. 23 - (4. 22 + 4. 21 + 2. 20) + {(4 1).21 + (4 - 1). 20} =23,
(3)
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computation of unique schemata count can be
further extended to real encodings.
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Fig -4:
Depicting the inuence of the usc value on the tness value

Table-1 illustrates the behavior of the different
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(i.e., increase in diversity of the population). It is
seen that when the number of unique schemata
count is very small, the best solution tness value is
signicantly lower than those obtainable with good
unique schemata count values. It may be concluded
that increasing value of unique schemata count in
the population signicantly affects the tness value
of the best solution found.
5. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, the traditional schema processing
arguments for GAs, as developed initially by
Holland, have been described. We have also
considered some of the extensions in the case of
terms related to schemata count and evaluation of
unique schemata count of binary coded GAs that
have been coined by us from this basic framework of
binary coded GAs.
From the experimental analysis, we conclude that
when the number of schemata count is more, (which
implies more diverse population initially) it
signicantly affects the tness value of the best
solution found. In other words, the more usc we
have (i.e., more diverse population initially) the
more likely it is that we will nd a speedier evolution
of GA process. A future prospect of the ndings is
that schema count may provide an aid to the
reproduction and recombination operators with
maintenance of diversity in the population.
The binary coded GAs unique schemata count
impact on the tness value will attract the
researchers to extensively test our ideas onto various
applications. Moreover, the binary encodings for
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